
and wet the flowerbuds to run off. Youmayneed to applya
second application ofGA about October 15 (for Christmas
sale).

Maintain finishing temperatures about62° Fwithgood air
circulation to reduce Botrytis.
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Fall Greenhouse Fix-up Tips
Allen C. Botacchi

Cooperative Extension Educator
CommercialHorticulture

T:he days are getting shorter
and cooler, preparing us for

falland winter. Is your production plant (greenhouse) ready to
perform flawlessly? Read the articleon furnace tune-ups in this
issue for additional tips.

Some other fix-up reminders include:
1.Replace poly film if it is discolored, dirty or of questionable

age. It is easier and more comfortable to replace film in
warm weather than to make an emergency repair on a cold,
blustery night. Why gamble with a crop needlessly for lack
of a strong covering?Perhaps this is the year to consider
replacing the gable ends with a rigidsheeting materialor
glazing the entire structure?
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5. Avoid using large negative DIFwherever possible, especi
ally at bract development In reality 0 to (-2) DIFis propor
tionately more effective than (-4) DIF. Start using DIFearlier
in the production cycle so that a strong DIFtreatment is not
required in late October or early November.

6. Control the whiteflies early in the season to avoid excessive
use of pesticides late in the crop.
Follow these suggestions if bract necrosis was a problem on

past poinsettia crops.

Reference

Hughes, J. and etal. 1991. More thoughts on the bract necrosis,
bract edge burn ofChristmas 1990. Grower Notes: May 1991:
1-5. Ministry ofAgriculture and Food, Ontario, Canada.

Tune-up Your Furnaces
Before Winter

fohn W.BartokJr.
Cooperative Extension Specialist

AgriculturalEngineering

Fall is the time for furnace

maintenance and repair.
Getting your heating units cleaned and adjusted before cold
weather is a cheap form of insurance that may keep the alarm
from disturbing you in the middle of the night The resultant
savings in fuel will more than pay for the service call and time
spent What should be checked?

Call a competent serviceperson, preferably one who is
familiar with the problems associated with the dust and mois
ture in a greenhouse. The normal service procedure includes:

1. Replacing the fuel filter and nozzle.
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Possible Causes of Bract

Necrosis, Bract Edge Burn
Allen C. Botacchi

Cooperative Extension Educator
Commercial Horticulture

n recent years poinsettia
growers have observed and,

in fact, suffered serious crop damage from bract edge burn.
This problem appears just when the grower thinks the crop

is "made"—late November and early December. The marginal
burn symptoms first appear on the tips of the bracts and
advance quickly along the margins towards the base of the
bract. The lower bracts or heavily shaded bracts are most
severely affected. Bract necrosis is more severe on closely
spaced crops in both glass and double poly houses.

According to Canadian researchers, the cultivars 'Lilo' or
'Pink and White Annette Hegg' exhibited very little necrosis in
the 1990 crop.

Our Canadian colleagues did an extensive survey, including
media and foliar analysis, to determine the cause(s) of this
problem. Based on their observations and test results, they sug
gest procedures to reduce bract necrosis:

1. Ensure that the medium growing the poinsettia crop has ade
quate calcium levels. Growers tend to formulate media low
in calcium.

2. Apply more calcium nitrate beginning mid-October to
ensure adequate calcium during the early stages of bract
development.

3. Shade the crop (light shade) during high-light periods when
bract expansion is occurring to minimize large fluctuations
in transpiration rates.

4. Maintain relative humidities of 85% to 90% at night to reduce
transpiration and increase the movement of calcium into the
developing bracts.
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2. Are the squirrel cage fans used to inflate the double poly
houses bringing in outside Cess humid) air? Why have
excessive condensate between the poly layers block the
limited fall/winter light' Check the fans for free movement
and remove any obstructions (spider webs, dirt, dust, etc.).

3. Are the intake and exhaust louvers opening freely and seal
ing or closing tightly? Perhaps the louvers need adjustment,
lubrication or replacement Expensive heat can be lost and
cold drafts can cause uneven plant growth.

4. Do the greenhouse doors fit tightly, do you need to install
insulation around the edges or should you install double
doors to reduce heat loss?

5. Calibrate your thermostats and replace those units which are
too far off. Should you consider installing aspirated thermo
stats?

6. Are all your horizontal air flow (HAF) fans operating correct
ly and are they properly "angled?" If you do not have HAF,
this may be the year to install it. HAFwill eliminate cold
spots in greenhouses.

7. Energy costs (fuel and electricity) will apparently cost more
in the foreseeable future. Have you incorporated all pos
sible energy conservation practices into the greenhouse(s)?
Is it possible to retrofit an energy shade curtain into your
house(s)? Can an insulation board be installed around the
perimeter of your houses or on the north wall to conserve
heat?

8. Keep bench crops free of overhead shade (hanging baskets).
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